
Scottish Chamber Choir Minutes 5.11.2021 Online Meeting

1. Present: Brian Kerr (chair), Julie Morrice, ValerieHolehouse, Graham Drew, MarjoryLobban, 
Stéphanie Robin, Iain McLarty, Marcia McDougall, Neil Dawson, Pauline McLellan
Apologies:Nil  

2. Minutes of last meeting approved; no matters arising

3. December concerts: ticket sales and publicity sorted out. Rosslyn wants a definitive running order 
and choir may need to spill around the sides of the stage – Iain would like a deadline for this – Julie
will ask for one.  Guen raised concerns about covid compliance and procedures at Rosslyn due to the 
small space.  Ventilation and mask wearing will be important.  Venue are responsible for audience; 
we are responsible for the choir.  Distance between choir and audience is controlled.  Choir must 
have masks on when walking around.  It says on our tickets for Greenbank that Covid restrictions will 
be in place but Rosslyn should say this on their ticket sales.  Also there will be no interval to avoid 
more mingling.  If anyone has particular concerns about the small space it is acceptable for them to 
not to sing.  Would be a good idea to remind choir members at the concert rehearsal of the 
requirements.  Julie will ask that Rosslyn asks audience to wear masks.

4. Greenbank:  Julie waiting to hear about seating ideas e.g. groups booked together being sat 
together.  Seating plan promised by the church on Monday.  Front of house: Stéphanie has 
volunteered husband Guillaume for card reader sales.  

5. Front of house:Greenbank stewards will lead people to seats; we will need two people to check 
tickets and may be involved with phones to scan barcodes.  Catherine will arrange this.  Ticket sales 
tech is set up but FoH people will need to install an app.  Would be good to test it on Thursday 
rehearsal before concert.  Stéphanie will bring the app for testing. GD will send Stéphaniethe details
of ticket source app and IZETL app.  Distribution of hard copy posters:Stéphaniewill bring posters on 
Monday to the rehearsal.  Fliers could be distributed around houses – fliers in shops could be a good 
option and also churches in the vicinity.  Government happy for fliers to be distributed.  Stéphanie 
also sends emails to churches.  Very nice poster – thank you Stéphanie!

6. Tenor scholarship: 1 note of interest from a tenor coming to Edinburgh in March (but interested in 
joining so not necessarily appropriate).  Milda has put tenor advert in careers section in Edinburgh 
university and SR has tweeted it to university choirs and Reid School of Music.  It remains on our 
website and on Making Music website.  

7. Membership:12 sop 12 altos 4 tenors 8 basses
George Burgess has joined for December concerts, new singers: soprano – Louise, Altos: Melissa and 
Kirsten, Barbara and Mike Towers may come, Aidan having audition.
23 singing at Rosslyn, 9 sop, 10 altos, 4 tenors+/- 2, 7 basses +/- Aidan dep on audition.
Tenor situation is looking up. Roy is returning, Amy, Alasdair, Peter and Valerie will come back after 
Christmas.
We are aiming to have up to 12 per section with possible minor exceptions.
We have a waiting list and a dep list – the latter isn’t necessarily a guarantee of being accepted into 
the choir.

8. Treasurer: discussion of whether we should charge singers who join us for brief periods, either 
invited or not; should we charge them subs? Split opinion on this; majority suggested that singers 
should not be charged for brief sojourns unless auditioning and wanting to join.  If ‘helping us out’ 
we shouldn’t charge them.  Would be useful to have a clear policy on this as other conclusions have 
been reached about this in the past.  For further clarification.



17 tickets sold for Greenbank.
9. Bid for a music maker to work with the choir:We have been unsuccessful in the bid to Making Music 

possibly because they are trying to spread the people around the country.  However it was a positive 
experience with constructive conversations and we could apply again.

10. Classic FM choir carol competition – could we get a recording of quality in time?  Process is still 
open.  Stephanie suggested students recording it.  Deadline is 22.11. Decided it was a bit tight for 
this year.

11. Vocal workshop: Monday 10th January – Iain not available on this day – could use his fee for 
workshop – good time of year to do this.  Possible names – Wilma McDougall, Irene Drummond.  
Julie will have a look at options.

12. Concerts in 2022 and beyond –will discuss later programme in March.  Concert in OldSt. Pauls in 
March with organist Simon (sum agreed in email with Simon).  Acappella in Rosslyn and Limekilns.  
November Brahms requiem – could do Christmas programmes after this.
Rosslyn may not be a regular Christmas concert.  Could discuss in Feb whether we should have a 
Christmas concert in 2022.  Neil and Marcia will check costs for the summer concerts.  Iain will sort 
out the programmes for summer in the next month or two (what to combine with Parry)

13. Covid measures: arrangements in rehearsals – are they working and are people feeling 
uncomfortable or anxious?  1 person has been concerned but everyone else seems happy.  We 
should occasionally remind people about masks and encourage people to do lateral flow tests
(Marjory will send this in an email).  If you have a cold or feel otherwise unwell it would be best not 
to attend because of the implications of any infection on other people in terms of them requiring 
testing and isolation. If Iain is ill it would be good if someone with some conducting experience could 
conduct the rehearsal.

14. Storage:Valerie would like to find a solution for storage of music – will invite members to suggest 
storage options.  GD has looked at storage costs – this is expensive e.g. £1000 per year.  We will 
come back to this issue next time.  Julie suggested we may not need to keep all of the music -
agreed.

15. Communication with the choir:are regular emails best or announcements at choir?   Should do both.  
Preparation levels for music – we should encourage members to work on the music at home before 
rehearsals – Iain will say this in rehearsals but could be said in email from Marjory as well.  

16. No other business.Next meeting 17.2.2022
Addendum: 7.11  Neil will be leaving his post as interim concert secretary after the Christmas 
concerts due to commitments abroad and we will therefore be seeking a replacement for this post.
                                                                                                                           Marcia McDougall 5.11.21


